Our Ref: P1637
Date: 14th October 2021
Cherwell District Council
Bodicote House
White Post Rd
Bodicote
Banbury
OX15 4AA
Dear Sirs,
West Of Cricket Field Nor, Wykham Lane, Bodicote
Replan of the western part of the residential development permitted through Reserved
Matters application 19/00895/REM for the delivery of 107 dwellings.
Energy Statement
Harris Lamb Planning Consultancy (“HLPC”) are instructed on behalf of BDW Trading Limited
(“The Applicant”) to submit a full planning application for the replan of the western part of the
residential development permitted through Reserved Matters application 19/00895/REM for
the delivery of 107 dwellings. Please find enclosed the Energy Report July 2019 and
Addendum Report dated June 2020 submitted in respect of the above application.
Both of these documents have previously been approved as part of the discharge of condition
26 of planning permission reference 15/01326/OUT (application reference 19/01643/DISC). A
copy of the Decision Notice is enclosed at item 3. Below for your reference. The Energy Report
and Addendum have already been approved and are applicable to this Application site and
the wider site. It is, therefore, proposed that the same measures will be applied to the dwellings
proposed under this application in order to ensure consistency with the wider site. The Energy
Report and Addendum are, therefore, resubmitted as part of this application.
I trust that the above is in order. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.
Kind regards
Olivia Morris BA (Hons) MSc MRTPI
Planner
Olivia.morris@harrislamb.com

1. Energy Report - July 2019

Energy Report
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Client: Barratt Mercia
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1. Project Overview
1.1. Introduction

This energy and carbon compliance study was prepared by Environmental Economics Ltd on
behalf of Barratt Mercia. The report assesses measures to reduce the energy demand and
carbon emissions for the domestic housing on site through an improvement in materials and
products used.

1.2. Description of Site

The site consists of 280 plots. These units comprise a range of detached, semi-detached and
terraced dwellings.
The proposed site location/boundary for the whole site is shown in Appendix A.
This report addresses a domestic development being undertaken by Barratt Mercia, and
does not include any further proposals for subsequent developments or non-residential
parcels.

1.3. Client Brief

The planning authority for this site is Cherwell District Council. In order to achieve
compliance with Part L 2013 Building Regulations the design carbon emissions (DER) do not
surpass the target carbon emissions (TER), and that the fabric energy efficiency of the design
(DFEE) is either equivalent or better than the target fabric energy efficiency (TFEE).
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2. Improvement Measures
2.1. Assessment Methodology

Environmental Economics have modelled the proposed dwellings using NHER Plan Assessor
software. The software provides a number of outputs which can be used to assess and
compare the improvements from any number of build specifications in terms of:








Building regulations compliance
Energy usage per year (kWh/annum)
Carbon emissions as a measure of building regulations compliance (kg CO2/m2/year)
Energy costs per year (£/annum)
More detailed breakdowns by end use (space heating, water heating, cooking,
lighting, appliances)
Code for Sustainable Homes compliance
Effective air change rate

Each of these outputs can be used in different ways to analyse the performance of the
dwelling. The total regulated carbon emissions for each property is based upon:





Space heating
Water heating
Electricity for pumps and fans
Electricity for lighting

Two models were created in order to calculate the different carbon emissions from the
specification improvements. The total emission of carbon for the site is calculated for each of
the models, and then the difference used to establish the level of improvement. In order to
achieve this representative house types have been utilised.
The emissions calculation for the space and water heating, as well as the electricity for
pumps, fans and lighting were all assessed using the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP
2012) through version 6 of the NHER Plan Assessor software. An example SAP worksheet is
shown in Appendix C.
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2.2. Design Philosophy

Barratt Mercia has upgraded a number of elements from a standard build specification in
order to improve energy efficiency across the development. The site adopts the good design
principles endorsed and promoted by The Zero Carbon Hub, the construction industries’ key
advisors and partners with the Governments Communities and Local Government
Department. This guidance follows the general good principles of energy efficiency as the
industry moves towards zero carbon. The principles are illustrated in figure 1 below.

Figure 1

In order to reduce the residual carbon emissions a number of improvements were made to
the standard material and product specification. These improvements include:



Upgraded heating and hot water controls




Delayed start thermostat
Design air permeability of 5.01m3/hr/m2



Bespoke thermal bridging details
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2.3. Specification Improvements

In order to improve energy efficiency the products and the fabric of the dwellings was
improved from basic compliance with Part L1A 2013 to an enhanced specification.
2.3.1. Product Improvements

The systems used in a property to supply hot water and heating, as well as control it, are
important to the overall energy demand of a property. The 2013 Building Regulations state
that all systems and their controls must adhere to the minimum standards shown in
Domestic Heating Compliance Guide.
For a mains gas fired system the minimum boiler efficiency required is 86%. Barratt Mercia
intends to use Ideal Logic condensing boilers throughout the site for both combination and
cylinder based systems. These boilers achieve a SAP 2012 rated efficiency of at least 89% and
are recommended by the Energy Saving Trust.
Where installed, hot water cylinders can lose a significant amount of energy. In order to
minimise this energy loss and corresponding carbon emissions Barratt Mercia will utilise
Kingspan Tribune Cylinders which have higher levels of insulation in comparison to typical
hot water cylinders.
Finally 100% Low-E lighting fixtures shall be fitted to all properties.
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2.3.2. Fabric Improvements

The building fabric for all dwellings was improved from basic compliance with Part L1A 2013
to an enhanced specification. These fabric improvements reduce the space heating
requirement upon a property. The improvements have been made through a combination of
upgraded materials and increased insulation thicknesses. Enhanced glazing with a larger
transmittance factor allowing for increased solar gains will also be used. Changes to the UValue of external elements are shown in table 1 below.

Element
-

Minimum
Standard
W/m2k

Description

W/m2k

Walls

0.30

50mm Alreflex Platinum Cavity

0.27

Roof

0.20

400mm Mineral Wool Horizontal
Ceiling, Loft Space
Flat Roof

Floors

0.25

Doors

2.00

Glazing

2.00

Improved Specification

150mm TE Platinum Beam & Block
Floor
Double glazed Low-E, u-PVC
frame
Double glazed Low-E, u-PVC
frame

0.11
0.17
0.14 - 0.15
1.00 – 1.70
1.41

Table 1

As improvements are made to the thermal conductivity of main elements, thermal bridging
and air permeability becomes increasingly significant in the overall fabric performance.
Barratt Merciautilise bespoke thermal bridging designs assessed by H&H Celcon, which
achieve much lower heat loss levels in comparison with standard practice.
As a result of following these junction details and focusing on build quality air permeability
will also decrease. A target air pressure rating of 5.01m3/hr.m2 has been set for all houses on
site which is a 50% improvement on the maximum allowable rating in the 2013 Building
Regulations.
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2.3.3. Hi-Therm Lintels

As the latest set of building regulations have incorporated a Target Fabric Energy Efficiency
(TFEE) standard for all new houses, some of the bespoke thermal bridging details would not
be sufficient to achieve the latter.
Since a significant amount of heating energy is lost through the dwellings lintels, Barratt
Merciaintend to use IG Hi-Therm lintels on this site. IG Hi-Therm lintels achieve a lower linear
thermal transmittance (Psi value) of 0.05W/mK, in comparison to the normal IG lintels which
achieve a Psi value of 0.23W/mK. More details are shown in Appendix D.
2.3.4. Waste Water Heat Recovery Systems (WWHRS)

WWHRS recovers heat from the warm waste water
as it passes through a double walled heat
exchanger, before going in the drainage system.
The heat is transferred to the mains cold water
supply, which is then supplied to the mains cold
feed to the shower and/or a combination boiler or
a hot water storage cylinder.
This process makes a significant reduction to the
energy demand for providing hot water. The
energy recovered depends on the temperature of
the cold water feed to the dwelling, which varies
by month, and the number of systems that are
installed. The WWHRS is installed vertically below
the point of demand, i.e. within the waste ducting
below the shower or bath. A simple schematic of a
WWHRS is shown in figure 2.
The housetypes with WWHRS are H417--7 and

Figure 2

H456--7.
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2.4. Low and Zero Carbon Technologies

2.4.1. Photovoltaic (PV) Cells

The efficiency of PV cells has improved rapidly over the last 15 years. This has made a
previously uneconomical technology an increasingly viable solution to rising energy costs
and demand. The cells can be produced in a variety of formats but are typically
manufactured as a panel or a roof tile for domestic housing applications.
The PV system typically produces direct current
(DC) which is then sent through an inverter to
supply the house with electricity. If a greater
amount of electricity is produced than used by the
household, this extra can be sold back to the
national grid, as can be seen in figure 3.
A PV cell is assessed on its peak power rating. This
is tested by exposing the cell to the equivalent of
full solar radiation and measuring the power
output. The peak power is input into the NHER
software as well as the physical attributes of the
installation such as pitch, orientation and overshading. A total energy saving per year can then be

Figure 3
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2.4.2. Solar Hot Water (SHW)

SHW systems provide hot water to a
household usually in conjunction with a
conventional boiler and cylinder system.
Because of this they are best suited to
houses with a need for a cylinder hot
water system rather than a combi boiler.
There are two main SHW systems;
evacuated tubes and flat plate collectors.
Evacuated tubes are more efficient at
transferring solar irradiation to the fluid
although flat plate collectors are
Figure 4
considered to be better aesthetically and
to install. An example of the latter can be
seen in figure 4.
The final energy contribution to the household, calculated through SAP, is based on a
number of factors:


Pitch, orientation and over-shading



Heat absorption efficiency for the collector
Average hot water usage of the dwelling



The majority of the energy savings will be made in the hot water demand for the dwelling
however, adding a SHW system will impact upon other energy demands.
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2.4.3. Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP)
ASHP provide heating and hot water to a home
through thermal energy gathered from air outside
the dwelling. Systems can be designed to work in
conjunction with a boiler system but in the case of
energy efficient new builds it is possible for an
ASHP unit to provide 100% of the heating and hot
water demand.
Figure 5

The thermal performance of the unit depends on the outside temperature as well as the
unit’s Coefficient of Performance. This is the ratio of thermal energy produced to energy
used. A typical value for this would be around 3.5, meaning that for every 1kW of electricity
consumed the unit would provide 3.5kW of thermal energy to the household. This efficiency
leads to large carbon and energy savings for both space and water heating.
ASHP are assessed by their power output and the size of unit chosen depends on the
demand from the household. An example external unit can be seen above in figure 5. The
units with a larger power output can provide a larger amount of hotter water even in colder
climates

2.4.4. Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP)

GSHP provide heating and hot water to a dwelling
through geothermal effects. A GSHP system
would offset the energy demand from the main
space heating. There is, however, an additional
electricity demand for the pump and control
system. This would reduce energy savings from
the installation.
Figure 6

GSHP are expensive to install and rely on having appropriate ground conditions and suitable
space around the dwelling for the pipe looping. Energy savings are dependent upon the type
of system being replaced and the way the system is operated by the homeowner. A typical
system can be seen above in figure 6.
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2.4.5. Biomass Heating Systems
Biomass heating systems burn fuels,
considered carbon neutral, to heat
the water required for a dwelling.
There are a large variety of systems
available and choice depends on the
type of fuel to be burned and the
level of automation.
Figure 7

The system would offset the energy demand from the hot water and main space heating.
However, biomass systems typically require a large amount of maintenance and monitoring.
An example system can be seen in figure 7.
The savings from such a system, in terms of CO2 and money, depends upon what it is
replacing. The savings are greatest when replacing an electrical hot water system but are
considerably less for replacing mains gas.

2.4.6. Wind Turbines
Wind turbines provide electricity directly to a dwelling.
They can be added to a property in two ways: pole
mounted or building mounted. The pole mounted systems
are free standing and therefore require enough space
around them to allow for the construction and
maintenance of the structure, as well as to allow for
efficient operation. The building mounted systems have a
lower power output but do not require additional
structures, as can be seen in figure 8.

Figure 8
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dwelling.
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2.4.7. Comparison
SHW can be easily incorporated into new build house designs and has the potential to
reduce the energy demand from hot water considerably. The site layout has taken into
account passive solar gains and therefore is suitable to benefit fully from solar technology.
The product and installation cost make ASHP an expensive option. There is also a degree of
uncertainty about the energy saving that can be obtained from the system as it requires
diligent operation. The same can be said of GSHP, as well as the fact that additional
extensive ground work is required in order to make use of the system.
Biomass hot water systems are more suited to the replacement of inefficient, carbon heavy
systems such as electrical immersion heaters. The requirement of maintenance and
monitoring makes it unsuitable for large scale new build developments
The density of the site is a major restriction on the potential energy that could be generated
from wind turbines. Surrounding houses and the inner city location would restrict wind
speeds. In order to obtain the energy savings required, larger, more expensive pole mounted
systems would be required.
The solution of PV panel systems isn’t required to meet the reduction, as the fabric
performance is sufficient to meet the required targets.
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2. Energy Statement Addendum – June 2020

Multi-disciplinary Consultants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24th June 2020
Dear David Green,
Senior Technical Manager,
BDW Mercia

Energy Reports
Sustainability Statements
Daylight and Sunlight Studies
Dynamic Overheating Analysis
SAP / SBEM / EPC
Carbon Reporting
ISO14001 / 50001

Energy Statement: Proposed development at Bodicote, Oxfordshire
Please see below for an elaboration and clarification on the key points within the approved energy
statement for Land West of White Post Road, Banbury, as compiled by an external consultant.
•

Section 2 – 2.4.1 – Meeting building regulations Part L 2013 – This will be done through the
use of an enhanced fabric specification, resulting in an improvement to the U-values on
those required by the regulations. Depending upon the house type design and orientation,
fabric improvements alone may not be sufficient to comply with the current building
regulations.

•

Section 3 – 3.1.3 – Where fabric improvements are required, WWHR will be incorporated
to achieve the requirements of the building regulations. The developer has opted to install
WWHR throughout in order to ensure the site exceeds the carbon emissions target over
and above the requirements of the building regulations. The intention is for the following
house types to utilise WWHR:

•

Alderney

Bloxham

Chester

DWB33

H417

H456

H457

H469

H497

H577

H588

Lutterworth

GF Maisonette

FF Maisonette

Maidstone

MBLO

Moresby

N107

P331

P341

P382

Radleigh

SH50

SH52

SH54

SH55

SH72

T50

T52

T55

Thornton

Wykham

Section 3 – 3.2-3.9 – The development will use an improved specification, such as materials
with better thermal properties and increased insulation, in order to achieve the enhanced
U-values for each element mentioned in the energy statement. These improvements will
also result in an improvement in the thermal bridging. The client has had these values
calculated to demonstrate the improvements over the default values. Finally, the dwellings
are to be designed in such a way that will limit the air tightness in order to comply with the
regulations.

BDW Southampton
Consultant of the year 2019
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•

Section 3 – 3.11 - WWHRS recovers heat from the warm waste water as it passes through
a double walled heat exchanger, before going in the drainage system. The heat is
transferred to the mains cold water supply, which is then supplied to the mains cold feed to
the shower and/or a combination boiler or a hot water storage cylinder.
This process makes a significant reduction to the energy demand for providing hot water.
The energy recovered depends on the temperature of the cold-water feed to the dwelling,
which varies by month, and the number of systems that are installed. The WWHRS is
installed vertically below the point of demand, i.e. within the waste ducting below the shower
or bath.
There are three types of instantaneous WWHRS available:
 System A- the recovered heat is fed back in to both the boiler/cylinder and the
shower
 System B- the recovered heat is fed in to only the shower
 System C- the recovered heat is fed back in to only the boiler/cylinder
WWHRS are considered as a low carbon technology and this is reflected when it is taken
in to account for the SAP calculation. The principle behind the technology is that by
recovering heat from water that would otherwise be going to waste, the energy demand
required for the boiler to heat the incoming water is reduced. This in turn causes a reduction
in the carbon emissions of the dwelling, resulting in a better DER value from the SAP
calculation.

After analysing different options, it has been decided that in the event that the fabric improvements
aren’t sufficient, waste water heat recovery shall be installed in the relevant dwellings. This will
reduce the carbon emissions of the dwellings and help achieve and exceed the minimum standard
required by regulations.
I trust this information proves to be sufficient, please to do not hesitate to contact the undersigned
if you have any further queries.
Kind regards,
Andrew Maughan
Email: andrew.maughan@ee-ltd.co.uk
Phone: 01582 544250
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3. Decision Notice

Application No.: 19/01643/DISC

NOTICE OF DECISION
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
(AS AMENDED)
Name and Address of Agent/Applicant:
BDW Trading Limited
Remus 2
2 Cranbrook Way
Solihull Business Park
Solihull

Planning Condition(s) Determination
Date Registered:

14th August 2019

Proposal:

Discharge of Condition 20 (Site Environmental Management Plan), 21
(management, storage and/or disposal of spoil), 25 (archaeological
Written Scheme of Investigation), 26 (on-site renewable energy
provision) and 27 (34 space public car park) of 15/01326/OUT

Location:

OS Parcels 6741 And 5426 West Of Cricket Field Nor, Wykham Lane,
Bodicote

Parish(es):

Bodicote Bodicote

CONFIRMATION OF CLEARANCE OF PLANNING CONDITION(S)

The Cherwell District Council, as Local Planning Authority, hereby CONFIRMS the clearance of the
above condition(s), IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DETAILS OVERLEAF.

Cherwell District Council
Bodicote House
Bodicote
BANBURY
OX15 4AA

David Peckford
Assistant Director – Planning and
Development

Date of Decision: 7th January 2021
1 of 2

Application No.: 19/01643/DISC
Checked by: Andy Bateson

SCHEDULE OF DETAILS
1. Condition 20
Approval is given for the revised submission which addresses OCC's original concerns, in
accordance with drawing numbers: 7942/CTMP/01 Rev C; BOD.TMP-01; and Compound Layout
drawings DB-SD13-16A; and DB-SD 13-017.
2. Condition 21
Approval is given for the written statement and calculations submitted with the application and
clarified by Drawing numbers: S13/352-1 Rev D; S13/352-2 Rev D; S13/352-3 Rev D; 957-05-101;
957-05-16; and 957-05-17.
3. Condition 25
Approval is given for the Revised Archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation received 14th
October 2019.
4. Condition 26
Approval is given for the Energy Report Version 1 dated July 2019 and subsequent Addendum by
Environmental Economics dated 24th June 2020.
5. Condition 27
Approval is given for the provision of the car park in accordance with drawing numbers: 957-0013;
957-00-13 Rev A; and 957-05-13 Rev C and the Micro-drainage calculations received 20th
October 2020.

DEVELOPMENT MONITORING
The Council has identified the development hereby approved as one that it considers appropriate to
monitor during construction. We would therefore be grateful if you could let us know of your intention to
start the development at least 14 days prior to the commencement of work on site. You can do this by
emailing the Council on: monitoring@cherwell-dc.gov.uk and providing us with the following information:
application number; application address; and the date you intend to start the development. During the
monitoring period, we will be assessing the development against the approved plans, and compliance
with any conditions imposed on the permission. It is in your interest to comply with this request as it will
help to avoid any unnecessary, and possibly expensive, corrective works.

PLANNING NOTES
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